
FREE KETTLE TAP OFFER
Terms and Conditons 

Subject to, but not limited to, the following terms and conditonss
10% of the qualifying kitchen spend goes towards the ofer and is calculated on the

furniture, worktops and fooring spend excluding VATs For clarifcaton, this excludes, but is
not limited to, all additonal works such as the kitchen removal charges, waste disposal,

labour or ftting charges, appliances, sinks and electrical & plumbing workss 
This ofer will be invalid if not confrmed prior to the kitchen contract signings 

Only kettle tap systems from the following manufacturers are included in the oferr  
Grohe, Quooker, Perrin & Rowe and Reginoxs 

This ofer can only be used towards the purchase of a kettle tap supplied by 
CLOPPENbourne Kitchens and has no trade-in or any other monetary values  

The qualifying kitchen spend excludes VATs 
The cost of your Kettle tap systems will be quoted for using the retail price including VATs

The cost of ftting the promotonal item is not included in this ofers 
Any warranty or guarantee of the promotonal product is with the relevant manufacturer 

and will be subject to their own terms and conditons of uses 
s

Purchase example A
If a customer’s qualifying kitchen spend were to be £ 7,200 excluding VAT, this would allow for a

ketle tap up to the retail aalue of £ 720 including VAT. ooweaer, if the client would like to upgrade
the tap to one of a greater aalue, say £ 849, the diference in the retail aalue will need paying.  For
this example that would be a charge of £ 129. If on the other hand the customer selects a tap with 
a lesser aalue, say only £ 689, no cash back or credit will be giaen for the un used aaailable spend.

s

Purchase example B
If in the case of a kitchen’s qualifying spend not reaching the minimum spend to qualify for a free

ketle tap, 10% of the aalue of the qualifying kitchen spend can sill be put towards a ketle tap
purchase. If the qualifying kitchen spend in this example were to be £ 5, 300 then a deducion of 
£ 530 would be taken of the cost of a ketle tap system. If the desired ketle tap cost is £ 689 an

addiional £ 159 would need paying in this example.
.

This ofer can be modifed or withdrawn by CLOPPENbourne Kitchens at any tme 
prior to signing of the purchase contract without notces
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